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Evans [LTC+81, O’N92]. Evans [LTC+81, O’N92].
Evans [LTC+81, O’N92]. Evans [LTC+81, O’N92].
Evans [LTC+81, O’N92]. Evans [LTC+81, O’N92].
Evans [LTC+81, O’N92]. Evans [LTC+81, O’N92].
Herman [Aus82, Kis91, Ton80]. heroes [Lev84, Lev85]. Hexadecimal [BRG+87, BEG+87]. High [ACK89, CCKSS90, CCR+91, CW91, Col91, For87, Mau82b, Nor90, vN81a, BH89d, Fla88, Pen89, Pen90, Sei00]. High-Speed [vN81a]. High-Tech [CCKSS90, For87, CW91, Pen89, Pen90, Sei00]. High-technology [CCKSS90, For87, CW91, Pen89, Pen90, Sei00]. Historians [Sto82]. Historic [Ano79d, Pet08]. Historical [Ano83-33, Bas82, CCR+91, Col91, Gre91, MM80, Smi88, TG91, WT91b, WT91c, All91, BH89d, Sei00, Ano83-35]. Historiography [May80]. History [dLB07, de 84, Asp00, Bur03, CK89, Cor90, FMM83, Gar85, Gar87, Gol77, KK85, Kis00, Lay89, LT89, Luk79, MK892, McC79, MW72, MHR85, OLCJ91, Pea88, RS80b, RH00, RH02, Sam91a, Shuf84, Smu46, Ste80d, VTA00, Vin90, Vin93, Wil85c, Wil85d, Wil97, Win98, All91, Ano81i, Ano82g, BSEW83, BK88, CCR+91, CFK+91, Fla91, RS80a, TDCKW84, WSC+88].

Hocheiser [CCR+91, Col91]. Hodges [TDCKW84, CK84]. Hoelzer [Lan00, Tom85a]. Hofstra [GIS90]. Hollerith [Aus82, Kis91, RA86]. Home [THWV88]. Honor [CK82b, WR81]. Honorary [Cer00]. Historical [Ano79d, Pet08]. Historians [Sto82]. Historic [Ano79d, Pet08]. Historical [Ano83-33, Bas82, CCR+91, Col91, Gre91, MM80, Smi88, TG91, WT91b, WT91c, All91, BH89d, Sei00, Ano83-35]. Historiography [May80]. History [dLB07, de 84, Asp00, Bur03, CK89, Cor90, FMM83, Gar85, Gar87, Gol77, KK85, Kis00, Lay89, LT89, Luk79, MK892, McC79, MW72, MHR85, OLCJ91, Pea88, RS80b, RH00, RH02, Sam91a, Shuf84, Smu46, Ste80d, VTA00, Vin90, Vin93, Wil85c, Wil97, Win98, All91, Ano81i, Ano82g, BSEW83, BK88, CCR+91, CFK+91, Fla91, RS80a, TDCKW84, WSC+88].

I. [BCKS+83]. I/O [GM85]. IBM [Ano80b, Ano83z, Aus81, CW84, CMF+90, GM85, Hur83c, MKR82, Noh84, TDCKW84, TSD+87, Ano83-27, Ano83-36, Ano86o, Bas83, BEG+87, BK88, CW84, FM83, FW85, Gal86d, Glx86, Gor86, GGB85, Hae86, HK86, Her86, Hung86, Hur80, Hur81, Hur83a, Hur83c, Hur86a, Joh83, Knu86, LS83, LH86, Lee84c, Mas83, O’N92, Phe80, Pug84, Ran82b, RBZ82, Ryc83, ST82, SN86, Smi83, SS10, Sob86, Swe83, TD88, Tr86, Ver89, Voo83b, Wat90, WP00, WC90]. ICL [CFK+91, CK89, Fl91]. Ideas [CW91, Pen89, Pen90, Per86, TK89]. identification [BW91]. IEEE [WSC+88, CCKSS90, O’N92]. IFIP [FL86, Aue86b]. Ignored [AW89, SA88]. II [O’N92, Wex93, Boc79, Hei84, Phi89]. II.vi.5 [CH90]. III [Bac79]. Iliac [BCKS+83, Rob80, Hor82]. illustrate [Sma46]. Illustrated [Aug84, CCKSS90, Tim89]. Illustrations [Sam91d]. image [AF85, CFK+91]. Impact [Ano88b, AWL+88, Gre84, WTE+85, For81, Har47a, Har84, Wil85e]. implementation [MM82]. implementations [KTW84, Knu84]. implications [Sco94].
Important [Tak80]. Impossible [SHH81, TTB*88, Str65]. Impressions [Bac80, AWL*88, Cad86]. Inaccessible [Gre91, TG91]. inaugural [Har47a, Inc. TC79, Tom80]. Inc. [Asc83]. Inc. [Ano83-28, Ano83-29, Ano84f, Ano84g, Ano85g, Ano86i, Ano86j, Ano87b, Ano88c, Ano88e, Ano88f, Ano88g, Ano88h, Ano89d, Ano90, Ran82f, Ran82h, Tim89, CCKSS90]. Indexes [Ano81h, MHR85]. Indices [Ano88g]. industrial [Ben91, CWM*91, Pet00]. industries [Ben91, CWM*91, Dor87a, AFB*89]. Industry [ACK89, Bou90, BL82, CWM*91, FMM83, Fla88, Pu84, CW84, WTE*85]. Influence [Mac91, Ste80a, HT79, HH79, Zem79]. Informatica [dBDvdR71]. Informatics [Blu87, BD90, Bou90, Kun90, MZ88, Ram89, Sni91, Tro82b, CCR*91]. Information [Ano81k, Ano83-28, Asp85b, AWL*88, Asu82, CLBdv89, CMF*90, CW91, Gre91, Gu80, O*N92, TG91, WTE*85, WK89, WSC*88, Zem90a, Zem90b, dLB07, Ben86, Ber84, Ber87, For87, LT89, OLCJ91, Pen89, Pen90, Per87, BSE83, SN86]. informatique [CW91, MK90b]. initial [Wad00]. Inmos [AWL*88, MR85a, MR85b]. Innocence [CW91, Ros89]. Innovation [AWL*88, AFB*89, Dor87a, Ele81, CW91, MK90b, PB87, SWT*81]. input [Wad00]. inquiry [McC79]. Installation [Ama83, Ano83t, Ano83w, Cha83, MP83, Ros83, Til83, Zus80b]. Institut [MK89b]. Institute [GIS90, Gu80, MN88b, Ob180a, WSC*88, All91, Asp00, Big80]. Institution [O*N92, WSC*88, All91]. institutional [BMK90]. Institutionalization [Ada84]. Institutions [McP84, Coh88]. Instructions [Ano82c, Ano83-30, Ano84h, Ano85h, Ano86k]. Instrument [BGvN82, Ben91, CWM*91]. Instruments [Ano88b, AWL*88, Har49, WTE*85, Wil83, Har50, Har53, Har84]. Integrator [GG82]. Intelligenz [CWM*91]. Intelligence [AMW*88, Blo87, Cop04, MK89b, SBET85, FM83, FM84a, HT79, HH79, Hin93, Hod85, McC79]. Intelligenz [Bül88]. Interaction [Ula80]. Interest [O*N92]. Intermediate [Ano85i, SC85]. Intermediate-Range [Ano85i, SC85]. International [Asp86, AWL*88, BFI89b, CMF*90, OLCJ91, dBvV81b, CF89, Fla87, dBvV81a]. internationally [BGR88]. Internet [Win98]. Interpolator [Ces82]. Interpreter [Ano86w]. Interview [TBLJ90, TWA*87, WTZ90]. Interviews [BH89c, AA85a]. intricate [Fut07]. Introduction [Ano82d, Eva83b, Lee85, Ran82g, TBS88, TWA*87, Wil88, WSC*88, Yan86]. introductory [MHR85, Sma46]. Invented [AW89, SW80, Bur03, Smi10, SA88, Sae11]. Inventing [BMC81]. Invention [BRS*89, Hei91, Kis91, TTB*88, Wei85b, Hal09, Lea05]. inventor [Lan00]. Inventors [Bül90, CLBdv89, Nat88]. Inventos [OLCJ91, dBvV81a, San80]. Invited [Car86b]. Invited [Ano83-33]. Involvement [WSC*88]. Inyokern [Til83]. IPM [DW82, dB86]. Irving [TWA*87]. Islamic [AA85b]. Issue [Ano84a, Ano84b, Ano84c, Ano85a, Ano85b, Ano85c, Ano85d, BDH90, Eve83a, Gal79a, Gal79b, Gal80a, Gal80b, Gal80c, Gal80d, Gal81a, Gal81b, Gal81c, Gal81d, Gal82a, Gal82b, Gal82c, Gal82d, Gal83a, Gal83b, Gal86c, Gal86a, Gal86b, Gal87a, Hur83a, Hur86a, LT84, Lee87a, Lee87b, Lee88a, Lee88b, Lee88c, Lee88d, Lee89a, Lee89b, Lee89c, Lee90d, Lee90h, Lee90a, Lee90b, Lee90c, Lee91a, Lee91b, Lee91c, Lee91d, TDCKW84, Wei91a, Lee85]. issued [OLCJ91]. Italian [BG88]. IV [BCKS*83, Hei84, Hor82]. Ivar [Aue84]. Iverson [SS80].

January [ACM00, Ano48, AWB+88, Har85a, Ano85f].

Japan [AFI72, Bei75, Tak72, TSD+87, AFI72, FM83, FM84a, Sob86, Sue80, SS80, Tak86].

Japanese [Oko00, Tak80].

Jay [Eva83d].

Jennings [CW91].

Jersey [MN88a].

Jessie [WCB90].

Joel [BSS84].

Johann [AFB+89, CW91, Lin87, Lin90].

John [TTG82, Asp80, Asp89a, Asp89c, Asp90d, BH81, Bri89, BH98b, CMR+83, FW88, GHS80, Haw88, How88, Mac92a, Mac92b, Mac99, Mau84, Smi10, Ste80a, Ste80b, SZ84, Tod80, Uba82, Vns89, Wei88c, Wei89b, WT91a, WIR91].

JOHNNIAC [Gru79, Wil79].

Johnson [TBLJ90].

Jointly [Ano48].

Jonathan [TTB+88, Wei88b].

José [WCB90].

Joseph [BHW+90, WWCP92].

JOSS [BH81, Mar82].

Journal [TDCKW84, Ano83-33, FW85, GGB85].

Julie [Phi81].

July [Ano85f].

June [ABE+83, Aue86a, GIS90].

K. [Buc80a, GL81, Har81, WS86, WLC86].

Kapera [CWM+91].

Kawasaki [CB90].

Kelly [Fla91, WLC86, CKF+91].

Kemeny [Ano83-34, WS86].

Ken [CCKSS90, RH88, RH90].

Kennedy [Mer82].

Kent [Wei89b].

Keuffel [CB90, Otn89].

Keyboards [CFK+91, Mar90].

Khāwarizmi [CH90].

Khorezm [Zem79].

Khorezmi [Zem79, CKSW83, SZ84].

Khwarizmi [CFK+91].

Kidder [Dor82].

Kilien [CMF+90].

King [AWB+88].

Know [CCR+91, Ham80, Lub91, Vin90, Vin93].

Knuth [CFK+91, AS82].

Knutsen [Hei91].

kompanii [PW86].

Konrad [Buc80a, Bau00, Cer80, Cer81, Cza79, Pet00, Roj00, Spe00].

Kozaczuk [WTE+85, AWL+88].

Kruh [CFK+91, SE86, CCKSS90].

Kuhn [CW91].

Kunstliche [CWM+91].

Kurt [Buc83].

Kurtz [O’N92, WS86].

kuistung [Bil88].

L [Buc83, GMT85, HG79, Mer82, SWT+81, SR82, SE86, Wei89a, WT91a, WS86].

L. [Ano83-31, Tro83a].

Laboratories [Alt82, Ano82a, Ber87, Cur89a, Cur89c, Mac91, Ram82d, Rye83].

Laboratory [Ano48, Ano83l, AWL+88, Pat90, CK81, CK87, Chu80, Kis83, Noh84, Voo83a, Wil80b, WH84, WD85].

labours [BH88].

Labs [WTE+85, Ber84].

Lady [SHH81, HH80].

Lake [THB93].

Lambda [Ros84c].

Lambda-Calculus [Ros84c].

LaMotte [Ano83-31].

Language [Sak84, Sam91d, SN86, Wei80, KK85].

Languages [Ano85f, CB90, Gre81, KT80b, O’N92, SH79, Wex93, dBV81a, Nij88, Wex81, dBV81b, Ano85f, dBV81a, SWT+81, SR82, Tro82a].

LaPrairie [CKSW83].

laptop [Sco94].

Large [Ano48, AWL+88, Ata82, Ben83, Cur89b, Har47b, Har51, Har85a, Kis91, MHS82, SN81b, vN88].

Large-Scale [Ano48, AWL+88, Har47b, Har51, Har85a, MHS82, vN81b, vN88].

Late [TPG+89, BB88].

Later [Zem90a].

Lavington [GL81].

Law [THWV88].

Lawrence [WD85, Kis83].

leading [Pug84].

Learning [CCKSS90, Hawxx, Tra66].

Lebenswerk [WLC86, Zus70, Zus84].

lecciones [PW84a].

Lecture [CK82b, TA81, WG82, Har47a, TWA+87].

lectures [CKW85, Ers80, KT80a, PAD82, WLC86].

Ledger [TDCKW84].

Lee [Bur81, SWT+81, WWCP92, CCKSS90].
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[AWB+88, CW91, Cha80, Har85a, Nor85, Sti82a, Ano48, AWL+88, Har47b, Har51, Tro87]. Machines [Ano79a, Ano80c, Ano88b, AWL+88, Bur81, CFK+91, Cou82a, Gra73, Har49, Hei91, Kid90b, KTD80a, Mau82a, McC79, Sch82, WTE+87, de 84, vN81b, vN88, AF85, Har47a, Har50, Har53, Har84, MKW92, OLCL91, Rej00, AWL+88, Buc80b, Obi80a, RWSW85, WTE+85]. Macintosh [CB90, Kaw90]. MacWilliams
[WCB90]. MAD [TGG82]. MADDIDA
[TWA+87]. Made [MK90c]. Madrid
[KTW84, San82, Tom88]. Maestro
[CFK+91, Mar90]. Magnetic [HK86, Tri86]. mainframes [Shu96]. Maintenance
[Cha83]. Major [CCR+91, Rei91, Cor90]. Making
[ARE+87, CMF+90, Coo83, KIl88, McM84]. Man [CFK+91, AF85, Lea05, Smi10]. Management [Be175, Mac87, Ben91, CWM+91, Yat89, CMF+90]. Managing
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multimedia [Sc94]. multiprocessor [Phi89].
multiprogrammed [Phi89].
Munich [WSC+88, MZ88]. Murderer [Hul41, CKSW83]. Murphy [THW88].
Murray [O’N92]. Musée [All91]. Museum [All91, Ano83-34, MZ88, RS80a, WLC86, WSC+88, OLCJ91, Ano87, Ano81k, Bur81, CK82b, Cer80, MHW87, OLCJ91, WR81, RPE+85]. Museums [All91, WSC+88, Wil89, Wil90]. My [CW91, CDW92, Eis89, Sim91, TPG+89, Wat90, Zus93, WP00]. mysteries [Fut07].
Neil [Wei88a]. Nest [Ver90]. Netherlands [vdE92]. Neumann [CLBdB89, CFK+91, CW91, GIS90, NH89, Asp80, Asp89a, Asp89b, Asp90c, Asp90d, Bri89, BH98b, Cer00, GIS90, HEP90, How88, Mac92a, Mac92b, Mac99, Mcc83d, SW80, Ste80a, TWA+87, Ula80, Ula82, Von89]. Neutron [RvN85, RUVN47]. News [Ano79c, Ano79d, Ano80e, Ano81i, Ano81j, Ano81k, Ano82e, Ano82f, Ano82g, Ano83-34, Ano83-35, Ano84i, Ano84j, Ano84k, Ano84l, Ano85j, Ano85k, Ano85l, Ano86l, Ano86m, Ano86n, Buc83, Bur81, CK82b, Cer80, Dor87b, RS80a].
Not a programmer [Mar82]. Norberg [CW91]. Norbert [Ano87d, AWL+88, MM97, Mas90]. NORC [vN81a]. Norden [CCKSS90, Sea89]. Norris [AWL+88, Wor87]. North [Str83, Tro83b].
Northrop [AMTC80]. Notation [BCKS+83, BRG+87, BEG+87, Fra81].
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Preparation [Mau82a]. preprints [Wex93]. present [Asi72, Asi82, CK00, Van89,
Van91a, Van91b, CCKSS90]. presented [Blu87]. Presents [Ano83-34].
Preserving [Ste80c]. Presidents [WHG +86]. preview [Wil00]. Previous [CS85, Kes86, TS85]. Price [RWSW85].
Prize [BK wake]. Problem [BCKS +83, Fra81, GH85]. Problems [Mau82a, vN81a]. Proceedings [ACM00, AFIT2, Ano48, Ano79c, Har47b, Har51, Har85a, MM97, dBvV81a, Blu87, Kin87, dBvV81b, AWL +88, GIS90, Smi84].
Process [Leh80, Ben91, CWM +91]. Processing [Ano81k, Aus82, BBB59, CW84, CCR +91, EZB83, Kis91, LS83, Mii85, Rei91, SN86, WSC +88, Zem90a, Zem90b, Cor90, FMM83, Kis80, OLCJ91, Ano83-35, Gul80, WSC +88].
Cur89b, McC83e, MJ84, Ran82m, Ree82, RS82, SHH81, Swe83, TTB +88, TDCKW84, WK89, All91, Bre00, Cer83, OLCJ91, Str65, Tra66, Buc83, PV86, RS80a, Ree85].
program-controlled [OLCJ91].
Programmed [ST82]. Programmer [Dij80]. Programming [Ano80c, Ano83l, Ano83v, Ano86o, Ano86p, Bac80, BMC81, CK80a, CK80b, CK81, CK82a, Dor84, ESB80, Fra81, KT80b, O’N92, OH84, SWT +81, Sam91d, SR82, SH79, TMRL89, TKE90, Ver90, Wex93, Wil80a, Spe00, Wex81, Ano80c, Ano83l, BCKS +83, BR +89, BW +90]. Programs [Ben83, McC83b, Roc83a, Voo83b].
progress [OLCJ91]. Project [Ano83-32, Gla91, GL81, Tho80b, Sam91a, Buc62, RS80b, Roc83b, Tro80, WMS +89]. Projects [Ano82g]. Prologue [BH89b, DT86, Hur83d, Hur86c, Ros87].
Quantum [Med88]. Quarter [AAA +86, Rec86, WHG +86]. Quarter-Century [AAA +86, Rec86, WHG +86]. Queisser [AMW +88]. Queries [AMTC80, Ano79a, Ano81b, Bas83, BMC81, B84, BRG +87, BEG +87, BKWK88, BVW +88, BG88, BR +89, BHH +89, BHH +90, BDH90, BC90, BDA91, BG +91, BW91, BB91, FW85, GGB85, Gro91a, Hii91, KTW84, Lee91f, MKR82, Mii86, Mor86, Phe82, PAD82, PV86, RA86, Rob87, RL81, RBZ82, RGB83, Spr80, SW80, UV81, Wei85a, WMS +89, Zus80a]. Query [Ano81b, BRG +87, BEG +87, RGB83].
CLbdB89, CCKSS90, CMF*90, CB90, CCR*91, CFK*91, CWM*91, CW91, CDW92, D082, GL81, GMT85, Ham79, HG79, KST80a, LTC*81, LB81, RWSW85, SWT*81, SR82, Smi84, SBET85, SE86, SS80, Tro82b, Tro82a, TDCKW84, TSD*87, VBC83, WTE*85, WS86, WLC86, ZT86, Ano80c, Ano81e, Ano88b, Buc80b]. Revisited [Cun85a, Sej89, Bau00].

Revolution [AWB*88, For80, For81, Ben86, For87, Gar85, Gar87, Lev84, Lev85, Mol89, Py170, PB89, AWL*88, CCKSS90, Ham79, SR82].


Sales [Ano83w]. Samuel [WT91a, WWCP92]. Santa [Noh84, Bak83]. Santesmases [LTC*81, WCB90]. SAP0 [Bla80]. Saul [Wei91b, WWCP92]. Savannah [Hae86]. Scale [Ano48, AWL*88, Har47b, Har51, Har85a, Kis91, MHS82, vN81b, vN88]. Scene [BEG*87]. Scenes [Bii90]. Scheme [Con82b, Bre00]. Scheutz [THWV88, AFB*89, CW91, Lin87, Lin90, TBGE89]. Scholarship [O’N92]. School [Sam91a, Ste85b, WLC86, CKW85, MHW87, RB85]. Science [AWL*88, Asp89b, BHS88, BSEW83, BCKS*83, BK88, BHW*90, CSW90, Cer88, CMF*90, CMR*83, Hy88, LP81, Mai88, McC83a, RS80a, Sch85, WS86, WSC*88, Zem79, As64, As82, As80, BMK90, Gar85, Gar87, Har81, LT89, OLC91, RM76, RRR9, RR83, RRR9, Tom87, WL85]. Sciences [MK90a]. Scientific [Ano79c, Asp85b, Asp89a, AW89, BHMU85, CCKSS90, GMT85, Hur85, Mac92b, MN88a, Nas90, Voo83a, Wil81b, Eck40, EM84, Mac92a, Mac99]. Scientists [Kid90b, May80, As64, As82, Hal90, Hof90]. sculpture [OLC91]. SDC [Bau81]. SEA [Ray89, Sta90]. SEAC [Stu80]. Search [BCKS*83, Tra84, PW82, PW84b, PW85, PWA92]. Searle [CCKSS90]. Second [O’N92, SBET85, Har51, HT79, HH79, Hin93, Wex93]. Secondary [Asp87, Mac87]. secret [Fra84, Fra85, SBET85]. Secrets [Cop04, Cop06]. secure [MM82]. Security [dLB07, MM82]. Seen [Bir80, Roc83b].
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